
CV week 37    29th November   Pastoral letter 

 

Dear Friends 

Advent.  

It is the new year for the church. So, I ask myself, should I be making a new year resolution?  

Advent is often described as the time of preparation. As followers of Christ, we use the time preparing to 

celebrate the high feast of the Christ Mass by ensuring that we are “ready”, doing the work of God “Till he 

returns  or calls us home”, as the hymn says.  

There are also the practical preparations for Christmas in a social and community sense.  

Commercially, preparation for  Christmas  tends to start very early, often in September, and although I 

don’t want to go a bundle of the commercial side, I can’t help but feel really sorry for  business owners 

whose livelihoods are on a knife edge because we are not able to prepare as we usually do. I feel sorry in a 

different way for the rest of us too, obviously to a lesser extent, because our preparations, the buying of 

trees, presents, food, drink and so on, and rituals running up to Christmas are being hampered.. Some 

people feel bereft that they can’t go and browse the shops for stocking fillers and other goodies. And then 

deciding who will go to whose house and when has got even more vexed, especially if you are part of a 

large family. And in and amongst all of that, the social distancing is keeping the lonely even more so, as I 

mentioned last week.  

That being said,  although this year Christmas and its routines will be very different indeed, I am sure that 

such preparations will still be done, and Christmas will be celebrated in one way or another. Keep calm and 

carry on still is a deeply held British maxim. 

Perhaps it is in the spirit of that maxim that there seems to be more lights around at the moment. I may be 

imagining it, but I feel that people are decorating their houses a bit more and earlier this year. Or, perhaps 

I am just more aware of it at the moment.  I have to say, that for once I don’t mind. Although I am usually 

of the opinion that we keep Christmas to the end of December, I am really enjoying seeing these lights in 

the darkness of our late autumn evenings. Not only is it comforting but it is also a reminder that I am 

supposed to be preparing for Christ’s return by being a light in the darkens myself.  

At baptism and confirmation we are each told to Shine as a light in the world to the glory of God the 

Father, and later encouraged to remain faithful to Christ to the end of your life –  as I said earlier, keep 

doing God’s work “Till he returns or calls us home”. Applying that to this season,  one could say that  

Christmas is not just for Christmas, it is a whole year round affair. 

This is certainly, a theme of  many a Christmas story. In the Muppets Christmas Carol, a film putting a 

muppet spin on the Dickens story, my favourite character is the ghost of Christmas present. He is a huge, 

jovial, full-of-life character who exhorts Scrooge to “know me better, man!” and who sings a song, which 

although full of American Christmas schmaltz , has that very theme at its core: 

It is the season of the heart 

A special time of caring 

The ways of love made clear 

It is the season of the spirit 

The message, if we hear it 

Is make it last all year. 

 



Instead of me complaining that Christmas should be kept in December, perhaps I need to be a bit more 

flexible. This could be a very good Church-new-year resolution: to make Christmas last all year round - I 

wonder what that would look like? 

We have all had to be flexible in these times, learning how to do the same things in different ways. A good 

example of that flexibility is fresh way we are doing the travelling manger, which is starting off this 

weekend . This year, Jesus can be in every home all through Advent if that is what we desire, Christmas 

celebrated every day. The daily reflections are available to all as we journey through this season of 

preparation and contemplation on the coming of Christ together/apart. You can find out more from the 

notice in this week’s bundle of resources. 

Talking of flexibility and reflection, next week you should receive an easy-to-fill-in, short questionnaire  

concerning our worship at the moment.  I am staggered at how patient you have all been, at least 

outwardly, with our inability to worship all together, and have been really  pleased that what we have been 

able to offer has been received so well. However, there is always room for improvement and as we journey 

on in this new church year, it seems a good time to hear from you about your experience and any 

suggestions you may have and take stock. 

As we are in tier 3, and the rates in Ilkley seem to be quite high at the moment, there has been some 

discussion about whether to restart our 8.45am Sunday service next week. I have thought about this and I 

am happy to open  church up and offer a service as we have been doing. It would be helpful to know who 

might be there so please get in touch if you think you would like to come. 

A Celtic-style blessing for Advent, again from Christine Sine and the Godspace website: 

May the blessing of Light be on you 

Light without and light within, 

May the blessed sunlight shine on you 

And warm your heart till it glows like 

A great peat fire, so that the stranger 

May come and warm himself at it, 

And also a friend. 

And may the light shine out of the two eyes of you, 

Like a candle set in two windows of a house, 

Bidding the wanderer to come in out of the storm. 

 

To you and your loved ones, Peace. 

 

Peter 


